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• Contributed to the Hagamos con-Ciencia (Let’s Make Conscience/with Science) project, which enables continuous materials science outreach to students in rural and/or impoverished areas of Mexico

• Increased awareness of materials science among traditionally underrepresented minority secondary and post-secondary school students and teachers in New York City

• Allowed high school student mentors to provide enrichment and expose elementary school students to the exciting world of materials during afterschool care programs

• Educated students about polymer chemistry and materials science using live demos and a modified version of the popular game, Minecraft

• Brought interactive lecture-based demonstrations, hands-on activities, virtual lab tours and computer visualization to orphaned students in Dehli, India

• Established the MRS Impact award, which honors individuals who have displayed excellence in science communication, education, advancing diversity and community engagement

• Provided discounted MRS memberships for university students and professionals in developing countries

• Honored outstanding contributions to the progress of materials research through 12 annual MRS awards

• Expanded the MRS University Chapter Program globally, now with over 100 Chapters around the world

• And more!

To learn more about the good work the Foundation is doing, or to make a donation, visit www.mrs.org/foundation-donation.